
HOW COMPANIES IDENTIFY ATTRACTIVE MARKET SEGMENTS AND

CHOOSE A TARGET MARKETING STRATEGY

Assignment: Explain and discuss how companies identify attractive market segments and choose a target marketing
strategy. Marketing can be.

With limited resources, Herb contacted three additional specialty shops within miles. The basis of this process
is to divide the population into segments with a distinct commonality, identify the segment s to target in
efforts of reaching marketing goals, and then position the product or service to appeal to the targeted market.
A market segment is a proportion of the total market that can be described as homogeneous. Kokemuller has
additional professional experience in marketing, retail and small business. Essex: Pearson. Placement strategy
is concerned with how customers gain access to the product offering. Promotion strategy also known as
integrated marketing communication strategy covers all forms of advertisement. Here, there are many different
options to choose from. With these implements at hand, it is the aim of the marketer to design an advertising
campaign that will attract buyers, raise brand awareness, increase brand loyalty, and most importantly for the
company increase profits and growth. Growth Potential Another trait of attractive market segments is
untapped potential. There are many ways in which a company can identify attractive market segments, and
then design a specific marketing strategy for them. Ismael Hau-Rosa New Product Launch Marketing Plan,
Part II This paper will discuss the details market profiles, key buying behaviors, and decision motivators for
the consumers and organization target markets. By breaking customers into smaller markets of customers with
similar traits, companies can more effectively target each segment with messages that will more likely have an
impact. Then it is important to determine segmentation, targeting and positioning. Market Segmentation
Basics Market segmentation means breaking down a large target audience into smaller, more homogeneous
market segments. It should be a growing segment and attainable as well. Terms of Reference 2. Therefore it is
advantageous to group customers into segments based on distinct characteristics, behaviours, needs or wants.
When a company finds a segment of the market that it feels fits in with its own objectives and goals it will
next decide on a coverage strategy. For example if Jaguar the car manufacturer started selling vehicles in a
much lower price bracket they would not be as exclusive as before and therefore less people would want them.
The target marketing strategy is based on the mix of the product, price, place and promotion. For example in
the watch market, the type of person who buys a Casio is very different from the type of person who buys a
Rolex. Higher profit margins mean you can sell less and still make money. Vol 17, pages  Concentrated
marketing involves taking the companies resources and creating one marketing mix for only one segment of
the market. It can be considered irrelevant since market segmentation would have taken place. Their reasons
for purchase are different. At that point, I had to make a huge decision about how far I wanted to go with this
business. The segment should also show the characteristics which are matchable with the objectives of the
company like Rado watches will target sophisticated segment not lower class group. Clerinx C and Mackenzie
D Strategic market segmentation. Anyways, the attractive marketing segment for the company is the one
which is the most profitable and it can happen that the company finds all of the segments profitable or
sometimes even a small niche. While the largest segments do not always offer the best potential, it is better to
have a larger potential market when possible. It might not always be there. He has been a college marketing
professor since  How to identify these attractive market segments is attributable to the research and analysis of
markets and customers. Jobber, Once market segmentation is achieved it is more commercially viable to serve
these customers in their similar submarkets. Initially companies will analyse the current internal and external
situation. TV adverts, magazines , online advertising, sales promotion and direct marketing techniques e.
Additionally, the opportunity to derive high profit margins by offering value in a way that the market has not
experienced is a draw. In the macro environment companies will study the political-legal, economic,
socio-cultural and technological environment abbreviated as PEST to ensure there are no issues that might
affect marketing and performance. Company use multiple segmentation bases to allow a company to focus in
many segments and to effective use of resources also to avoid direct competition and to explore new markets.
With this complete and the segments the company want to serve identified, the marketing mix can now be put
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into action. PC World. Executive Summary 3.


